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2021 was an opportunity for RTA
to turn adversity into achievement,
to define new priorities and shine
the light on the passion, commitment
and get-it-done attitude that has
always made us unique.
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GOVERNING BOARD
RTA is governed by a board of directors comprised of 22 elected officials from 18 cities in western
Riverside County and four members of the County Board of Supervisors.
The member jurisdictions include the cities of Banning, Beaumont, Calimesa, Canyon Lake, Corona,
Eastvale, Hemet, Jurupa Valley, Lake Elsinore, Moreno Valley, Menifee, Murrieta, Norco, Perris,
Riverside, San Jacinto, Temecula, Wildomar and the unincorporated areas of Riverside County
Supervisorial Districts I, II, III and V.
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City of Riverside

DEAN DEINES
City of Menifee

ALONSO LEDEZMA
City of San Jacinto

DAVID MARQUEZ
City of Moreno Valley

BRIDGETTE MOORE
City of Wildomar

MISSION STATEMENT
The Riverside Transit Agency, Riverside County’s multi-modal transportation
provider, shall provide for a variety of transportation needs in a cost-effective
and efficient manner for all the residents of our member communities. The
Agency is committed to providing safe, reliable, courteous, accessible, and
user-friendly services to our customers.
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MESSAGE FROM

THE CHAIR AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Fiscal Year 2021 was, without a doubt, the most
arduous of our history. And the challenges weren’t
limited to the Riverside Transit Agency. They
were everywhere. We were a nation grappling
with a once-in-a-century pandemic, an economic
downturn and massive unrest over racial and social
injustice. It was this perfect convergence of crises
that compelled transit agencies nationwide to
re-examine their responsibilities and, ultimately,
their role in serving the community.
Although the world was full of darkness, it was
also full of people doing extraordinary things. And
many of those people worked at RTA.
In fact, 2021 was an opportunity for RTA to turn
adversity into achievement, to define new priorities
and shine the light on the passion, commitment
and get-it-done attitude that has always made us
unique. It was a time to show the world that transit
employees are essential and public transit is the
glue that keeps our communities together.
During the early part of Fiscal Year 2021, RTA
shifted its focus to providing crucial service to
front-line workers while maintaining core service
for those who needed us the most. With safety as
our number-one priority, we launched ambitious
screening and health protocols to protect our
employees who worked tirelessly day and night to
keep service on the streets.
The work was tough but the results were
astounding. Our buses never stopped running,
our employees never stopped believing, and our
commitment to customers never faltered.

Despite the obstacles, RTA continued building a
stronger and more dynamic transit system. We
focused on the creation of a new transit center
in downtown Riverside, the rehabilitation of the
Corona Transit Center, and the expansion of bus
stops at UC Riverside. We continued to operate
a balanced budget, got high marks from an
independent state audit and sidelined a fare increase
to help our customers save some money. Early
in the year, RTA used an injection of state grant
money to offer free rides to thousands of college
students and youth.
As we rebound from the pandemic, there’s a lot
to be excited about. RTA is thrilled about the
real possibility of kicking off a microtransit pilot
program in the Hemet-San Jacinto area. We are also
excited about the creation of new transit centers
in both Riverside and Hemet and the arrival of a
whole new fleet of clean-air buses.
The public transit industry has a tradition of
reinventing itself and finding ways during crisis
to somehow rise up from the ashes. This crisis is
no different. United with transit agencies across
America, now is the time to move forward, to
use the hardships we overcame during the year to
motivate us, to propel us into a brighter future and
to make good on our unwavering pledge to never
surrender.

Linda Krupa
Chair of the Board

Larry Rubio
Chief Executive Officer

Our buses never stopped running, our employees
never stopped believing, and our commitment to
customers never faltered.
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Riverside Transit Agency

A Year for

MILESTONES

Fiscal Year 2021 will be remembered for its challenges as much as its victories.
And there was plenty to celebrate. From the inspirational performance of our coach
operators who provided lifeline service during the pandemic to the success of our
student and youth free-ride programs to the building excitement of new transit centers,
this was a year full of hope. It was also a year when Larry Rubio announced his
retirement from the Agency after three decades of service. Larry’s deep knowledge
of the transit industry, uncommon humility, ability to form lasting partnerships,
innovative thinking and success in making RTA a thriving, community-focused agency
has put RTA in a class of its own.
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Longtime CEO Larry Rubio Announces Retirement
“I am thankful to the many great people … who mentored and guided me along this journey.”

During the year, Larry Rubio
announced his retirement from the
RTA, ending a 42-year career in
public transit and a 33-year career of
distinction, leadership and passion for
fostering a world-class workplace and
providing unsurpassed bus service to
the residents of Riverside County.
Since he arrived at RTA back in 1988,
he held a range of different positions
before becoming chief executive
officer in 2001. Larry was no ordinary
leader. While he was at the helm,
the Agency led the charge in cleanburning fuel; established a legacy of
superior financial health and years of
clean audits for operating and capital
budgets that soared above $130
million; emphasized a commitment
to innovative new services such
as mobile ticketing and free Wi-Fi
on buses; and created thriving
partnerships with area colleges and

universities to provide free rides to
thousands of students every year.
During Larry’s tenure, RTA gave
customers more reasons to ride the
bus and more places to get on board
thanks to the creation of major transit
hubs in Corona, Perris, Riverside,
Moreno Valley and Temecula. The
Agency also established itself as a
model workforce that, at one point,
climbed to nearly 900 talented
drivers, skillful mechanics and
people working behind the scenes
who worked tirelessly to keep buses
rolling every day, carrying as many
as 9.7 million boardings a year. All
this hard work didn’t go unnoticed.
Among his accolades and awards,
Larry in 2004 was named Hispanic
Magazine’s Most Influential Latino
in the Inland Empire. In 2008, RTA
was named one of the 10 Great
Transit Systems to Work For, and
in 2011, Larry earned California

Transportation Foundation’s Manager
of the Year in the State of California.
Perhaps Larry’s leadership was put
most to the test during the coronavirus
pandemic, which sidelined bus routes,
crippled the economy, and shuttered
businesses and schools. During that
time, Larry remained a steady leader,
even postponing his retirement as
RTA fought hard to keep buses rolling
and staff employed. “I’m thankful
to the many great people in my life
who mentored and guided me along
this journey,” Rubio said. “I am
appreciative of the all the employees
who make this Agency the best in
the nation, and I’m grateful to my
supportive wife and family who
were always by my side. I know our
extraordinary employees and members
of the Board of Directors will
continue to move RTA forward with
their innovative and dedicated service
to the Agency and our community.”
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A Year for MILESTONES

Heroes Work Here
RTA’s essential employees kept service open and buses running.
Inspirational, brave, heroes. Those are the words customers
are using to describe our employees as they continue to
provide essential service during this unprecedented time in
RTA history. Many customers took to social media to thank
our drivers for all they do. One person seemed to sum up
the general feeling when they said, “I cannot express my
immense gratitude that the buses are still running during
these times. Without them, I cannot get to work and
support my family. Bless you all! Thank you.” Because
the Department of Homeland Security declared public
6

transit and transit workers essential, transit agencies such
as RTA remained open during the pandemic to provide a
vital service to those who needed it most. Coach operators
and maintenance employees are among the many unsung
heroes who are doing their best to keep the buses sanitized
and people moving as we continue to work through
the coronavirus pandemic. RTA salutes our drivers and
maintenance employees for their commitment to public
safety and service.
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A Year for MILESTONES

Buses Go Full Capacity
Slow return to normalcy was welcome sight for customers.
Bus service looked very different for much of the year.
Customers boarded from the rear doors, fare collection
wasn’t enforced, and seating was pretty scarce. How
scarce? Due to social distancing guidelines, RTA’s large
buses only carried 10 customers while seven could ride on
our smaller buses. Not anymore. In an effort to inch toward
normal service, RTA resumed front door boarding and fare
collection in the fall of 2020. Social distancing guidelines
were dropped in the summer of 2021, paving the way

for buses to move toward maximum capacity. Opening
all seats on our buses was great news for bus riders who
had grown accustomed to fewer seats and the possibility
of needing to wait for the next bus to get a ride. Not
everything went back to normal. To maximize safety and
comply with federal regulations, RTA still required drivers
and customers to wear masks while onboard buses and at
transit centers.
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A Year for MILESTONES
Canyon Crest Project Aims to Improve Service at UCR
Better efficiency to benefit thousands of students.
During the summer of 2021, RTA partnered with the City
of Riverside on a bus stop and street improvement project
at UC Riverside. Construction on six new bus bays and
shelters was underway during the year with plans to wrap
up work during the fall semester. The project along Canyon
Crest Drive near Bannockburn Village is designed to

provide more space and increase efficiency for routes 1,
16, 51 and 204. That’s good news for the university where
thousands of students, staff and faculty ride the bus. The
project also includes a modernized bidirectional cycle track
across the street, which is funded by the City of Riverside.

RTA Joins Agencies Nationwide for Safety Effort
As one united voice, our commitment to safety is unequalled.
Because the safety of our customers
and employees has always been
our number-one priority, RTA was
proud to partner with the American
Public Transportation Association
(APTA) during the year on a national
health and safety program that kept
our wheels moving during these
challenging times. With a strong
focus on clean vehicles, safe travel
practices, and the guidance of health
officials, RTA joined dozens of
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agencies across the nation who are
part of the APTA Health & Safety
Commitments Program. Thanks to the
program, public transit agencies like
RTA sharpened their individualized
policies and practices to emphasize
our number-one core value: safety.
As one united voice, we stand behind
the heroic efforts of transit providers
and their customers nationwide as we
work together on the recovery now
underway.
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A Year for MILESTONES
Youth, Students Ride
Free Everywhere We Go
RTA is making students’ pursuit of a higher
education possible.
When school resumed during the fall of 2021, it was the
first time classes were held in-person in more than a year.
While that was enough reason to celebrate, there was
something else to cheer for thanks to an RTA promotion
that offered free rides to college students and youth. The
promotion, which was hatched during Fiscal Year 2021,
gives free rides to youth 18 and under as well as students
at Cal Baptist University, La Sierra University, Moreno
Valley College, Mt. San Jacinto College, Norco College,
Riverside City College and UC Riverside. Fueled by a state
grant, the free rides are expected to last through summer
2022. RTA is hopeful that the free rides will not only
propel declining ridership caused by the pandemic but also
remind students and parents that public transportation is an
available option for their transportation needs.

Corona Transit Center
Gets Refreshed
Paint job keeps RTA’s image shiny and polished.
Next time you visit the Corona Transit Center, you might
notice something a little different. That’s because the
facility got a makeover during the summer of 2021 with
fresh paint and new signage. The two-week project ensured
the entire facility — which also includes a Metrolink
station on the other side of the tracks — has a uniform
appearance. As part of the job, the restroom building and
the stairway tower leading to the bridge was changed from
a light blue to a darker blue shade. The entire transit center,
the bridge as well as the canopies over the bus bays, got a
fresh coat of paint.
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A Year for

TECHNOLOGY

Technology has always played a vital role in how we operate our fleet and serve our
customers. During the year, we continued to make it possible for customers to pay
fares with their phones and promoted new ways to view arrival times, routes and
schedules from the palm of your hand. From Wi-Fi service aboard our buses to digital
arrival times at select bus stops, RTA continues to push the boundaries of technology
year after year.
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A Year for TECHNOLOGY

Say Goodbye to
Paper Passes
During the year, more customers
ditched paper passes and went
digital thanks to the Token Transit
mobile ticketing app. The digital
passes not only gave customers
another way to buy passes, they
also provided another level of
safety because they are touchfree and don’t need to be inserted
into the farebox. Plus, with the
Token Transit app, there’s no
need to carry cash or dig into your
wallet or purse for loose change.
Customers simply board the bus,
hover their phone over the farebox
validator and wait for the beep!
Customers can purchase 1-Ride,
1-Day, 7-Day and 30-Day passes
anywhere, anytime, and even store
them in the app for future trips on
any fixed-route bus.

Upgraded App
Puts Power in
the Palm of
Your Hand
New technology arrived during
the year that made it easier than
ever for customers to plan their
trips. During early 2021, RTA
rolled out a new-and-improved
free BusWatch app that allowed
customers to track their buses,
plan their trips, and get alerts on
the routes they use the most. With
a more responsive website that
has a sleeker design and easier
navigation, the super-charged
BusWatch was a breeze to use
from a smart phone or tablet.

Scan the Code,
View the Guide
The pandemic gave public transit
several unexpected challenges.
But it also introduced new
technologies that made riding safer
than ever. Thanks to a suggestion
by RTA servicers Bailey Mejia and
Jonathan Arevalo, RTA introduced
a QR or “quick response” code on
buses that effectively eliminated
paper ride guides and provided
customers with a contact-free
way to get route and schedule
information. To maximize safety,
RTA stopped printing paper guides
and instead asked customers to use
their mobile devices to scan a QR
code to access a digital version of
the guide for easy trip planning.
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A Year for TECHNOLOGY

RTA Purchases Electric Vehicles
New technology keeps RTA leading clean.
RTA’s next generation of support vehicles are running
on electricity rather than unleaded gas. The RTA Board
of Directors approved a plan in the summer of 2020 to
purchase 12 battery electric support vehicles, which are
mostly used by coach operators to relieve other operators
while on route. RTA currently has 38 support vehicles that
12

run on unleaded fuel. Those vehicles are expected to be
phased out over time and replaced by electric vehicles,
which are cleaner and cost less to operate and maintain.
These new vehicles have been delivered, charging stations
have been installed in Riverside and Hemet and 12 cars are
now in service.
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A Year for TECHNOLOGY

Another New Tool for Trip Planning
New technology takes the guesswork out of travel.
During the year, RTA was pleased to share with its customers an upgraded Google Transit Trip Planner with realtime arrival information. The improved resource gave customers live arrival times and service alerts, plus stop,
route and schedule information for a more efficient trip and a smoother travel experience.
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A Year of

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Fiscal Year 2021 was a great year for reaching milestones and earning much-deserved
recognition for a job well done. The year was a particularly good time for the Agency
in terms of special recognition for drivers who went above and beyond the call of duty.
It was also a time to say goodbye to some people that kept us moving all these years.
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After More than 70 Years on the Road,
Longtime Drivers Say Goodbye
Al Haro has spent 1.2 million miles behind the wheel.
After a combined 74 years behind the
wheel, two of RTA’s most established
drivers, Albert and Lorraine Haro,
said goodbye to RTA during the year.
These are no ordinary drivers.
Albert was driving RTA’s first buses
when service began in 1977 out of a
converted gas station in downtown
Riverside. Over the past 44 years,
Albert reached an Agency record
of 40 years of safe driving and zero
preventable accidents and he has
logged 1.2 million miles behind the
wheel. That’s farther than driving
to the moon and back. Twice! His
wife, Lorraine, joined RTA back in
1990 and has racked up 30 years of
safe driving. A friendly face behind
the wheel, Lorraine always was a
favorite among our customers. She
never hesitated to go the extra mile
for her customers, help them with
directions, and welcome them with
a smile. In addition to the work she
did on the streets, Lorraine served
as a mentor and role model for new
and experienced drivers alike. RTA
salutes the Haros for all those years of
exceptional service and making RTA
the best it can be.

Maintenance Department Gets A+ During Annual Inspection
It takes a team effort to keep RTA’s buses in great shape.
During the year, everyone in the Maintenance Department
deserved a pat on the back (or maybe a distant thumbs-up
during these times of social distancing) after the California
Highway Patrol completed the annual Terminal Inspection
during a surprise visit to RTA’s Riverside facility. During
the surprise annual inspection, which analyzed the inside
and outside of buses, CHP officers looked for defects like
bald tires, low brakes, and worn suspension components,
and ensured all commercial driver license credentials

were up to date. As usual, RTA received the highest score
possible. RTA Maintenance employs 31 mechanics, 25
servicers and 10 supervisors to keep buses running safe and
smooth every day. “It takes a team effort throughout the
year to make this happen,” said Director of Maintenance
Robert Fernandez. “The drivers play an integral part in this
process, by reporting daily issues. The mechanics get right
on the problem and get it fixed so our buses remain in great
shape when they hit the road.”
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A Year of AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Hero Driver Finds

MISSING MURRIETA MAN

Thanks to a mix of quick
thinking, teamwork and a razorsharp observation skill, an
RTA coach operator reunited a
missing person with his family.
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Thanks to a mix of quick thinking,
teamwork and a razor-sharp
observation skill, an RTA coach
operator reunited a missing person
with his family. On April 12, 2021,
police contacted RTA about a man
who had been missing from his
Murrieta home since that morning.
RTA dispatch passed along the
message to all bus drivers on the road,
asking them to be on the lookout for
a white male named John, who was in
his 40s and walked with a limp due to
his disability. Coach Operator Malinda
Serafin was driving her Route 1 bus
when she heard the message on the
radio. The 10-year-veteran driver was

nearing the end of her shift when she
pulled into a bus stop in downtown
Riverside. That’s when she spotted a
man fitting the description. Malinda
told John that people were looking
for him and asked him if he wanted
a ride. John quietly boarded the bus
and they began their trip. Along the
way, at each bus stop, Malinda would
call out to John, ask if he was okay
and remind him that they were almost
there. About 20 minutes later, when
the bus pulled into its final stop at
UCR, an RTA supervisor was there
to help with the situation. Thanks to
Malinda’s professionalism, the man
was reunited with his family.
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A Year of AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Driver Saves Kid Near Busy Street
For RTA, customer service is a core value that knows no boundaries.
Sometimes drivers do some of their
best work for people that aren’t on
their bus. That happened in March
of 2020 when Selamawit Bean was
driving her Route 28 bus down
Florida Avenue in Hemet. She pulled
into a stop where she saw a child
dressed in pajamas and riding a
scooter. Not a parent in sight. With
the child dangerously close to a busy
street, Selamawit stepped out of the
bus and approached the boy. The
four-year-old said he wanted to get
a ride to Walmart to buy a toy. With
safety as our number one priority,
Selamawit stayed with the child until
police arrived and reunited him with
his family. RTA salutes Selamawit for
going above and beyond the call of
duty to help a child in need.

RTA Says Goodbye to Two Longtime
Executive Employees
With more than 35 years of service between them, Craig Fajnor (top photo) and Vince
Rouzaud (bottom photo) retired from an Agency they helped build. Over the years,
Craig made a name for himself with his careful planning, valuable expertise and
unwavering commitment to spending taxpayer dollars wisely. Craig retired as one of
RTA’s most lauded executives with a collection of perfect state and federal audits to
his credit. Vince came to RTA back in 2001 and quickly assumed a leadership role in
the Agency. As chief procurement and logistics officer Vince was responsible for the
management, administration, and supervision of the Agency’s acquisition programs.
With a knack for ensuring smooth business operations and strategies, Vince was second
to none in providing executive support and guidance for the Agency. Special thanks to
Craig and Vince for their invaluable service over the years!
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A Year of AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

In Memoriam: Those Affected
and Lost to COVID-19
Kenneth Hale was an RTA family member for 17 years.
During the year, as the COVID-19 pandemic spread across the United States,
dozens of RTA employees were affected and one coach operator passed away
from the disease. In February of 2021, RTA announced with heavy heart the
passing of longtime coach operator Kenneth Hale. A member of the RTA family
for 17 years, Kenneth joined RTA back in 2004 and over the years he gained the
respect and admiration of so many of us. RTA salutes Kenneth for his dedication
to his customers, his legacy of safe driving, his vast contributions to RTA, and
the friendship we shared. The Agency also honors the 122 employees who
battled and survived COVID-19.

RTA Earns Award for Food Delivery Program
This program ensured that our older friends and neighbors had access to the food and friendship.
During the pandemic, RTA did a lot more
than move people from place to place. Over
the course of 11 months, the Agency teamed
up with community groups to deliver meals
to homebound seniors and people with
disabilities. All that hard work didn’t go
unnoticed. During June of 2021, the Western
Riverside Council of Governments gave RTA
a community service award for the first-of-itskind meal delivery program that highlighted
our commitment to serving those in need. The
numbers speak for themselves: Over the course
of 11 months and 3,300 manhours, the program
delivered more than 114,000 meals to seniors
in need, prepped and delivered or served 7,620
meals at the Moreno Valley Senior Center, and
delivered groceries to more than 300 homes
and a Sun City senior center. Special thanks to
Wildomar City Councilmember and RTA Board
Member Bridgette Moore for nominating RTA
for the award!
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A Year of AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Congrats 2020
Employees of the Year
During a challenging year, these amazing employees
represented the best of the best.
Eleven coach operators and six maintenance employees took
home top honors at the 2020 Employees of the Year Awards
Ceremony. Coach Operators of the Year reached elite status for
having perfect attendance, an exemplary history of safety, a clean
driving record and stellar customer service. They included Walter
Aguirre, Michelle Araiza, Phillip Avila, Rudy DeGroot, Reynaldo
Gonzalez, Veronica Griffin, Patrick Kemp, John LaCroix, Craig
Merry, Kevin Stone and Sophan Thai. Maintenance Employees
of the Year demonstrated superior skills in the shop and field, a
model work ethic and maintained a perfect safety record. They
were David Andalon, Luis Hernandez, Stanley Junior, Phillip
Marquez, David Marrs and Luis Sandoval.

RTA Says Goodbye to Board
Member Bootsma
RTA lost a valued member of its family during the year with the
passing of Board Member Ike Bootsma. Bootsma represented
the City of Eastvale on RTA Board of Directors from October of
2010 through December of 2016, represented Riverside County
Supervisorial District II from August 2017 through December
2020, and the City of Eastvale again from January through May
of 2021. Bootsma helped the Agency capitalize on an incentive
program that actually paid RTA to use compressed natural gas
to power its fleet. Bootsma was also a leading member of the
Northwest Transportation NOW Chapter, where he provided
valuable input into the transportation needs of his city and
beyond, and also spread joy during the holidays by wearing a
Santa costume during community events to promote riding the
bus. Bootsma had an uncommon passion for public service and
drive to strengthen their communities and is with the deepest of
gratitude that RTA salutes him for his service.
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A Year of

FINANCIALS

Keeping with tradition, RTA’s financial health during FY21 was second to none. We put
a windfall of federal funding to good use, stalled a fare increase to help our customers
save money, and received praise from an independent audit that showed the Agency
continuing to make good use of taxpayer dollars and following proper accounting
procedures.
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A Year of FINANCIALS

Operating
Revenue

Local Transportation Fund
and Other Income ......................... $15,040,687
Federal Transit Administration .... $59,587,192
Passenger Fares............................... $3,217,731
TOTAL......................................... $77,845,610

Operating
Expenses

Salaries and Benefits .................... $43,492,183
Purchased Transportation.............. $20,851,431
Other Expenses............................... $6,760,001
Materials and Supplies.................... $4,044,622
Services........................................... $4,754,034
*Total........................................... $79,902,271

* Total expenses include a non-cash expense related to pensions. This additional expense was required by GASB 68 and did not
require the recognition of additional revenue. Operating revenue was sufficient to cover operating expenses in Fiscal Year 2021.

Audit Gives RTA High Marks
Another positive report shows making good use of its funds.
Continuing a tradition of stellar audits, an independent
accounting firm that reviewed RTA’s financial activities
for Fiscal Year 2020 (July 2019 through June 2020)
conclude that the Agency is making efficient use of its
funds and following proper accounting procedures. The

audit gave RTA an unmodified, or clean, opinion, which
essentially is the highest level of assurance an audit can
give members of the public that the Agency is making
good use of taxpayer dollars.
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A Year of FINANCIALS

No Fare Increase for Customers in 2021
Move helped keep travel affordable for our valued customers.
A plan to increase bus fares this summer was sidelined
during the year to give our customers the chance to
financially recover from the pandemic. RTA had planned to
increase general fares by 25 cents this July, but that move
was delayed until at least July 2022. Nearly one year after
the pandemic began, ridership levels remain anchored as
people are working and attending school from home. RTA
22

officials are hopeful that delaying the fare increase will not
only help ease the financial burden on those who continue
to use the system but will also help bring customers back
once the pandemic begins to subside. The last RTA fare
increase was in July 2019 when general fares increased 25
cents to $1.75.
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A Year of FINANCIALS

RTA Puts ARPA Funds to Good Use
Valuable funding source kept RTA moving during pandemic.
With the pandemic threatening to derail service and wreak
havoc on employee health, RTA turned to a valuable
funding source to keep buses rolling and staff safe. Thanks
to $29 million in federal funds made available through
the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), RTA was able
to provide on-site COVID-19 testing for all employees
reporting to work. The testing went a long way in ensuring
everyone — including dispatchers, mechanics and our
drivers on the streets — were healthy and able to provide
essential service to our customers who needed us most.
That’s not all, the ARPA funds were also instrumental
in helping RTA provide public vaccine stations at its
Riverside and Hemet facilities during two days in July and

August. The vaccine clinics drove home our commitment
to strengthening communities and empowering our
customers. The ARPA funds were also used to bridge
funding gaps at the onset of the pandemic when our
customers were not required to pay their fares for safety
reasons, and later when we were able to delay a planned
fare increase. Those moves were crucial in RTA’s efforts
to help our customers affected by the pandemic and the
economic hardship that it caused. Combined with other
funding, these ARPA funds were a godsend for RTA as it
worked to stay afloat and keep employees safe during truly
challenging times.
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A Year in the
COMMUNITY

RTA is committed to making a positive difference in the communities we serve by
helping low-income families, upgrading bus stops, and teaming up with neighborhood
groups to promote public transit.
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Bus Shelters Get Makeover Across Service Area
RTA takes pride in its image on the streets.
Upgrades came to bus stops across Riverside County
during the year. The new-and-improved stops got a sleeker
look, more shade, route information, bench seating, and
came equipped with solar-powered lighting. In all, 14 new
shelters debuted in places like Beaumont, Corona, Hemet,

Jurupa Valley, Moreno Valley, Riverside, San Jacinto
and Temecula. The project is part of an ongoing effort to
beautify stops systemwide and fulfill our commitment to
providing a world-class experience for our customers.
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A Year in the COMMUNITY

RTA Giving to
Area Non-Profits
RTA is a proud partner with the
community we serve.
RTA is not only in the business of moving
people. We are also focused on serving
our communities and making them a better
place to live, work and play. That’s why in
FY21, the Agency continued its tradition
of giving to charity. In all, RTA employees
donated $5,500 to non-profits such as the
American Cancer Society, Red Cross,
Habitat for Humanity, United Way, and
March of Dimes generating much-needed
revenue for worthy causes.

Transportation NOW Propels Transit Advocacy
T-NOW is a constant advocate for transit and a friend to people on the move.
There’s no doubt that RTA’s success would not have
been possible without the contributions of Transportation
NOW, a remarkable group dedicated to promoting
public transportation in Riverside County and beyond.
Membership grew during FY21, and meetings went virtual,
giving more people than ever the opportunity to be part of
the movement. The groups promoted education campaigns
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for seniors and students, and wrote letters to lawmakers
to protect the much-needed transit funding. The group is
comprised of more than one hundred members who meet
in chapters representing Greater Riverside, Hemet/San
Jacinto Area, Moreno Valley/Perris, Northwest,
San Gorgonio Pass and Southwest.
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FACTS AT A GLANCE
SERVICE AREA

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
RTA’s Board of Directors is
comprised of 22 elected officials
from 18 cities and four members
of the Riverside County Board of
Supervisors.

2,500

square miles, among the largest
in the nation.

OPERATING
BUDGET

CAPITAL
BUDGET

$82.4 M

$2.6 M

SERVICE

RTA’s service consists of 33 local fixed
routes, four commuter routes, and
senior and disabled Dial-A-Ride service.

NUMBER OF BUSES

224

fixed route buses

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

690
Coach Operators............................. 274
Maintenance Employees................... 75
Administrative Staff.......................... 96
Contract Employees........................ 245

110

Dial-A-Ride vehicles

SERVICE FEATURES
ANNUAL MILES
TRAVELLED

8.2 MILLION

BOARDINGS

3 MILLION
Average weekday boardings........ 9,100
Average weekend boardings........ 6,700

527,900

• Free Wi-Fi service on all buses
• USB charging ports
• BusWatch GPS technology pinpoints
bus location and arrival time
• Compressed Natural Gas bus fleet
• Plush seating and luggage racks on
CommuterLink express buses
• Solar-lighted bus stops at selected
locations
• Automated stop announcing system
• Low-floor buses
• 100 percent wheelchair accessible
• Dual bike racks
• Electronic fareboxes
• Security cameras
• Mobile ticketing

annual vehicle revenue hours
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Years Ahead

WHAT’S NEXT?

Looking ahead, RTA customers can expect significant changes that will promote and
improve transit in the region. With our region’s population expected to grow over the
next decade, we are focused on providing a service that competes with the automobile
and exceeds our customers’ expectations day after day. As we dust ourselves off and
recover from the pandemic, we are thrilled to push ahead. Get ready for cleaner buses,
new transit centers, and a microtransit pilot program that will bring a new service to
the Hemet and San Jacinto Valley.
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Vine Street Mobility Hub Moves Closer to Reality
New hub will transform the way people get around Riverside for years to come.
A new mobility hub in downtown Riverside moved one step
closer to opening during the year. RTA’s Board of Directors
approved a plan during the spring of 2021 to purchase
from the City of Riverside a half-acre parcel off Vine Street
that would essentially complete the footprint needed for a
future transit center. The acquisition of the property will
enable RTA to build the project on nearly five acres. The
Vine Street Mobility Hub is expected to play a significant
role in RTA’s operations, offering customers access to a
variety of RTA routes as well as connections with other

transit providers, including Omnitrans buses and Metrolink
trains. The project is well on its way to becoming a reality.
During their December 2020 meeting, the RTA Board of
Directors authorized Psomas to perform the architecture and
engineering services on the project which calls for 16 bus
bays, drought tolerant landscaping, large shade structures
and a security office. In September 2021, the Board of
Directors approved the final design of the hub. Construction
is scheduled to begin in January 2022.
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Years Ahead WHAT‘S NEXT

Big Step Toward a Zero-Emission Future
RTA’s fleet will soon plug into leaner and greener power source.
In December 2020, the Agency unveiled a plan to transition
its entire bus fleet to a cleaner, greener technology over the
next several years. The plan calls for RTA to phase out its
40-foot compressed natural gas (CNG) buses and replace
them with hydrogen fuel-cell electric vehicles. Smaller buses
and trolleys, currently powered by CNG and unleaded gas,
would also go zero emission when the federally approved
technology is available. Unlike buses that run on fossil fuels,
a hydrogen fuel-cell electric bus is powered by oxygen and
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hydrogen. The move to hydrogen fuel-cell technology is
estimated to begin in phases in 2026, and funding options
for both the vehicles and the fueling stations are being
explored. The California Air Resources Board (CARB) has
set a goal that requires all large public transit agencies to
transition to a zero-emission fleet by 2040. With a move
toward a cleaner future, RTA continues to make good on its
pledge to lead green.
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Years Ahead WHAT‘S NEXT
Microtransit Pilot Program
Microtransit could soon enhance the way transit is
delivered in Hemet and San Jacinto.
Say hello to a new way to get around. It’s called microtransit.
And it could soon be coming to western Riverside County. Over
the past decade, transportation has experienced a revolution
thanks to emerging technology and new ways of thinking when
it comes to travel. Pooling services such as Uber and Lyft --- and
now microtransit --- are relatively new ways for people to get
around. Microtransit is an on-demand type of transit service
that offers highly flexible routing and schedules using vans or
minibuses. And it is easy to use. In fact, microtransit uses same
the technology as Uber and Lyft. So someone with a smartphone
or tablet can simply open an app to schedule a pick up. After
that, a vehicle would be dispatched to a nearby bus stop to pick
them up. There’s a lot to like about microtransit. Customers will
like the shorter travel times, more direct trips and the ability to
book a ride both same day and in advance. Plus, microtransit
uses fewer Agency resources so it’s cheaper to operate and
makes efficient use of taxpayer dollars. Looking ahead, RTA
is working on an ambitious plan to launch a microtransit pilot
program in Hemet and San Jacinto in 2022. It’s just another step
in RTA’s pursuit of world-class service in the communities we
serve. More details are coming soon, so in the meantime, we’ll
see you onboard the bus.
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Now is the time to move forward, to use the hardships
we overcame during the year to motivate us, to propel
us into a brighter future and to make good on our
unwavering pledge to never surrender.

(951) 565-5000

RiversideTransit.com

1825 Third Street
Riverside, CA 92507

